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WHEN THE LIGHTS WENT OUT
A History of Blackouts in America
David E. Nye
Examining electricity’s increasingly central role in
American society, David Nye looks at power outages
from 1935 to the present, not simply as technical
failures but also variously as military tactics, social
disruption, crisis in the networked city, the outcome of
political and economic decisions and memories enshrined
in photographs.
306 pp. (26 illus.)
£20.95 • cloth • 978-0-262-01374-1

A VAST MACHINE
Computer Models, Climate Data, and
the Politics of Global Warming
Paul N. Edwards
Global warming skeptics often argue the need to wait
for real data, that the case for global warming is based
only on model predictions and simulations. In A Vast
Machine Paul Edwards has news for these doubters:
without models, there is no data. Today, no collection of
signals or observations becomes global in time and
space without passing through a series of data models.
Edwards offers an engaging and innovative history of
how scientists learned to understand the atmosphere
— to measure it, trace its past, and model its future.
528 pp. (74 illus.) • May
£24.95 • cloth • 978-0-262-01392-5

THERMOPOETICS
Energy in Victorian Literature
and Science
Barri J. Gold
Charting the simultaneous emergence of the laws
of thermodynamics in literature and in physics that
began in the 1830s, Barri Gold finds that not only can
science influence literature, but literature can influence
science. Gold’s original readings of works by Alfred
Tennyson, Charles Dickens, Herbert Spencer, Bram
Stoker and Oscar Wilde offer a decidedly literary
introduction to elements of thermodynamic thought.
288 pp. (2 illus.)
£22.95 • cloth • 978-0-262-01372-7

URBAN MODERNITY
Cultural Innovation in the Second
Industrial Revolution
Miriam R. Levin, Sophie Forgan, Martina
Hessler, Robert H. Kargon and Morris Low
This book examines the invention of modernity through
the construction of an urban-centered, industrial-based
culture, by looking at the dynamic connecting urban
planning, museums, educational institutions, and
expositions in Paris, London, Chicago, Berlin and Tokyo
from 1870 to 1930.
304 pp. (25 illus.) • June
£22.95 • cloth • 978-0-262-01398-7

CRAFTING THE QUANTUM
Arnold Sommerfeld and the Practice
of Theory, 1890-1926
Suman Seth
“This is a very impressive book, containing numerous
new and innovative ideas and interpretations of the life
and work of Arnold Sommerfeld and the school of
students he led. A major contribution and a stirring
history of some of the key players in quantum theory.”
— Andrew Warwick, Imperial College, London
368 pp. (24 illus.)
£23.95 • cloth • 978-0-262-01373-4

TECHNOLOGY AND THE MAKING OF
THE NETHERLANDS
The Age of Contested Modernization,
1890-1970
Edited by Johan Schot, Harry Lintsen
and Arie Rip
This study offers an account of twentieth-century
technology in the Netherlands and a view of Dutch
history through the lens of technology. It describes the
trajectory of modernisation through technology in certain
characteristically Dutch contexts, but at the same time
makes it clear that Dutch struggles over technology
choices, infrastructure development, mass production
and the role of government are comparable to the
experience of any Western industrialised country.
£26.95 • 640 pp. • cloth • 978-0-262-01362-8
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The British Journal for the History of  Science (BJHS) is the journal of  the British Society for the History of  Science, the major
national body for this subject in Britain. One of  the premier journals in the field, it publishes high quality papers and review
articles in all aspects of  the history of  science. There are four issues per year comprising an annual volume of  around 500
pages. BJHS also includes an extensive book review section. Occasional thematic issues are published on important problems
or topics.

Contributions are very welcome. They should be sent to the Editor, Jon Agar, Department of  Science and Technology
Studies, University College London, Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, email ucrhjea@ucl.ac.uk. They are considered on 
the understanding that they are unpublished and are not on offer to another journal. Contributions should be submitted in
electronic form as an email attachment, preferably in MS Word format. Hard copies on A4 or American quarto paper are,
however, acceptable, by arrangement with the editor. 

Texts should be double spaced with a margin. Always include an abstract of  150–200 words. Long quotations should be
inset. Short quotations should be given single quotation marks. Spelling should follow the Oxford English Dictionary. All papers
should be rigorously documented. References to primary and secondary sources must be set as endnotes, not as footnotes, and
typed in double spacing and numbered consecutively. Cite as follows:

1 Boris Smetov and Dmitri Blogski, Chemistry in the Eighteenth Century, 2nd edn (tr. Robert Roe), 5 vols., Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1886–1914, vol. 3, pp. 237–238.
2 John Doe, ‘Searching for gravity waves’, in Andrew Burn and Zigmund Trent (eds.), The History of  Physics, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1982, pp. 22–24.
3 Doe, op. cit. (2), pp. 23–24.
4 Nicodemus Brown, ‘Developments of  the cathode ray’, Journal of  Physics (1972) 7, pp. 25–31. Spell out journal titles. Give
complete page run of  articles cited and, where appropriate, the page number to which the citation refers.
5 John Herschel to George Peacock, 17 May 1836, Herschel Papers, Royal Astronomical Society, London (subsequently
HP), Box 1234, 56. For manuscript sources please supply whatever information is necessary for the reference to be found.
Subsequent references can be cited by name, date, abbreviated source, box, page or folio number. 
For theses, give University Microfilm order number or at least the Dissertations Abstract number.
Line drawings should be submitted electronically where possible, as jpg, tif  or eps files, scanned at 300dpi or as Excel  

documents. (If  drawn they should be bold in black ink on white paper, feint-ruled graph paper or tracing paper.) Photographs
should be sent as tif  or jpg files on CD or on email if  the files are small; photographs can also be submitted as high resolution
black and white glossy prints of  good contrast. The place of  the illustration should be indicated in the margin of  the text. Mark
each illustration with the author’s name and its number lightly in pencil on the reverse. Type citations on a separate sheet and
include full details of  the sources. Permission to reproduce material is entirely the author’s responsibility and should be cited
where given. Xerox copies may be sent with article on first submission, or pdf  files.

The editor requires the final agreed version of  the manuscript to be supplied double spaced and always in electronic form
as a Word document with appropriate electronic artwork files. Place your institutional address and acknowledgements at the
end of  your paper before the notes. Do not include acknowledgements or your own address as part of  the first note.

Joint contributors should note that proofs and order forms for offprints will be sent to the first named author unless the
Editor is otherwise informed. 
© British Society for the History of  Science. The British Society for the History of  Science retains copyright for all articles
published. It is the author’s responsibility to secure any necessary permission for publication. Single copies of  articles may 
be made for research or private study. Permission to make multiple copies must be obtained from the Society. Authors receive
twenty-five offprints of  articles free. Typescripts are not normally returned to authors. In all matters concerning the 
publication of  the article, the Editor’s decision is final. The Editor, Editorial Board and Council of  the Society cannot accept
responsibility for any views expressed by contributors in articles published by the Journal.

Subscriptions: BJHS The British Journal for the History of  Science (ISSN: 0007-0874) is published quarterly in March, June,
September and December by Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 
8RU, UK/Cambridge University Press, 40 West 20th Street, New York, N.Y. 1001–4211. The subscription price (excluding
VAT) of  Volume 43, 2010, is £153 net (USA, Canada and Mexico US $298) post free institutions print and electronic, 
institutions electronic only £140/$269; single parts cost £41 net (USA, Canada and Mexico US $79) plus postage. Four parts
form a volume. Orders, which must be accompanied by payment, may be sent to any bookseller, subscription agent or to the
publisher : Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 8RU or in the USA,
Canada and Mexico to Cambridge University Press, Journals Fulfillment Department, 100 Brook Hill Drive, West Nyack, 
New York 10994–2133. Copies of  the journal for subscribers in the USA, Canada and Mexico are sent by air to New York to
arrive with minimum delay. EU subscribers (outside the UK) who are not registered for VAT should add VAT at their 
country’s rate. VAT registered subscribers should provide their VAT registration number. Japanese prices for institutions are
available from Kinokuniya Company Ltd, PO Box 55, Chitose, Tokyo 156, Japan. Prices include delivery by air. Periodicals
postage paid at New York, NY and at additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: send address changes in USA, Canada and
Mexico to BJHS The British Journal for the History of  Science, Cambridge University Press, 100 Brook Hill Drive, West Nyack, 
New York 10994–2133.
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